The paper proposes shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) based on enhanced learning, which generates a virtual general centre frog that is related to the optimal frog of each memeplex. The algorithm can utilise the superior information of each memeplex, enhance the mutual learning and use the average centre of optimal frog. In the processing of evolution, the optimal frog of sub-memeplex learns from the general centre frog and the best frog of the whole memeplex; then it enhances the learning ability of the worst frog from general centre frog. On the one hand, the evolution increases the information share and exchange among each memeplex; on the other hand, it raises the convergence velocity. The experiment results show that the new approach has better convergence speed and searching global optimum, comparing with the standard SFLA, PSO and other variants.
Introduction
Shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) is an intelligent optimisation algorithm, which was proposed by Eusuff and Lansey (2003) . It simulates frog populations search food according to the population classification to transfer thought. SFLA is used to solve discrete combinatorial optimisation problems for the first time. Compared with other swarm intelligence algorithms (Wang, 2015; Xiang, 2015; Xu and Liu, 2015; Zhou et al., 2015) , SFLA combines the advantage of memetic algorithms (MAs) (Moscato, 1989) based on meme evolutionary and particle swarm optimisation (PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) based on swarm behaviour. Researchers have applied it to many fields and get better results, for example, water distribution network (Eusuff and Lansey, 2003) , distribution feeder reconfiguration (Taher et al., 2010) , travelling salesman problem (Luo et al., 2009) , line sequencing problem (Alireza et al., 2007) , function optimisation (Li et al., 2012) , wireless sensor network of optimisation (Sun and Zhao, 2011) and so on.
Similar with the other swarm intelligence algorithms, SFLA also exists some problems such as falling easily into local minima, slow convergence and low calculation precision at the late evolutionary. To this end, researchers have proposed improving SFLA with many different ideas. Taher et al. (2011) proposed the improved chaotic SFLA by the use of chaotic local search strategy. Fan et al. (2012) proposed an improved SFLA, which introduces a new learning strategy of making the poor frog to learn not only from the best frog of their own communities, but also from the best frog of the population. Li et al. (2013) learned from advantages of PSO algorithm and SFLA, he proposed a new fusion algorithm based on PSO and SFLA. Traditional SFLA divides the population into several sub-populations, and then each sub-populations are updated, which limits the number and changes of the searching movement. To expand mobile diversity of the search, Ahandani (2014) added a differential mutation strategy in evolution process, then proposed a new improved SFLA. Luo and Chen (2014) proposed multi-phase modified SFLA, which uses k-means algorithm for clustering the analysis of all, then generates the number of the frogs and updates by three-stage process. The improved algorithms have improved the SFLA algorithm from different angles, and the performance of the algorithm has been improved, but there are still slow convergence, high complexity and other issues.
SFLA combines the global breadth search of the entire frog populations and the local depth search of frogs individual information, makes the algorithm towards the global optimum direction. The worst frog in memeplex only learns from its own memeplex or the best frog in the entire population, but does not learn from other memeplex; in addition, the best frog's advantage which can affect the convergence velocity and quality of solution is not to be used. Therefore, the paper proposes SFLA based on enhanced learning (EL-SFLA). In the evolutionary process, the algorithm construct a virtual generalised centre frog (GCF) associated optimal frog of each memeplex, the frog in fact does not exist. The best frog and the worst frog in populations both learn from the GCF. Experimental results of conducting numerical simulation experiments on benchmark functions show, EL-SFLA algorithm can significantly improve the convergence speed and global optimisation ability.
Standard SFLA
SFLA mainly includes two stages: local search and global information exchange, the former transfers memes among the local individuals and global information exchange makes local meme information exchanged. Two stages switched alternately until one of them meets convergence criteria.
Memeplex division
The SFLA is described as follows. In the first step of algorithm, the initial population is formed by F randomly generated frogs X i , each possible solution is presented as 1 2 ( , , , )
where N is the number of the variables. The fitness value for the ith frog can be evaluated and sorted in descending order to find the global best frog (solution) P g . Then the frogs are divided into m memeplexes each holding n frogs, obviously, it is that F = m × n. Division process is as follows: the first frog goes to the first memeplex, the second one goes to the second memeplex, the mth one goes to the mth memeplex, the (m + 1)th frog goes into the first memeplex, the (m + 2)th frog goes into the second memeplex. This process continues until all the frogs go into the appropriate memeplex according to the division process, the best frog in the kth
memeplex is regarded as P kb , the worst one is P kw .
Local search
Influencing by the best frog, the worst frog leaps towards the best frog to attain more food. So the location of the worst frog should be adjusted and updated. According to the frog leaping rule, the worst frog is updated as follows.
where k is the kth memeplex with 1 ; k m ≤ ≤ r is a random number with uniform distribution between 0 and 1; P k·b and P k·w stand for the best frog position and the worst frog position; D k denotes the leaping step size for the worst frog for the kth memeplex;
represents a new position of the worst frog after updating and iteration, D max is the maximum leaping step size.
After the algorithm makes the worst frog in current frog populations to update by strategies (1) and (2), and if the fitness value of
is better than the fitness value of P kw , then P kw is used to replace
, otherwise, we update current sub-groups by using the global best frog to replace the best frog in the current sub-groups, frog individual location update method remains unchanged, namely update formula is consistent with formula (2), moving step update formula of the worst frog is as follows:
and after renewing the worst frog by formulas (2) and (3), if
instead of P k·w , otherwise, the rule generates new frog instead of P kw randomly by formula (4).
where r is a random number between 0 and 1; O max and O min represent, respectively, the maximum and minimum range of the search algorithm.
Repeating the above update operation, until the local iterations in sub-groups set previously is satisfied. After the local depth search of all the sub-groups is complete, global information is exchanged.
Global information exchange
After local searching of all the sub-groups with a certain number, individual frogs of each sub-group are mixed together in descending order according to the fitness value, the algorithm re-divided sub-group and search in local range again until the convergence conditions are met.
SFLA based on enhanced learning
SFLA combines global information exchange of groups and local depth information exchange within groups of particles, the worst frog under the guidance of the best frog within memeplex and the best frog within the whole group, is positively near the optimal solution. After a certain number of iterations, the whole group is divided to generate new memeplex.
Global information exchange and new memeplex division strategy of algorithm can effectively guarantee the diversity of population, learning of the worst frog within memeplex ensure that the algorithm moves towards direction of movement of the optimal frog within the whole group. However, useful information generated by the algorithm during evolution process is not fully utilised, such as the optimal frog within memeplex and advantages of other memeplexes, the optimal frog within memeplex is the leader of memeplex and without example to learn, once it falls local optimum, which makes frogs in this memeplex fall into 'premature' status. In addition, the search has been finished, the centre of the best optimal frog in all memeplexes located the optimal solution or adjacent areas, compared to the best frog in the whole group, the optimal frog this memeplexes may be more closer to the optimal solution (Tang et al., 2012) . These advantages and inspiration provide a guideline for us to improve SFLA.
Generalised central frog
To take full advantage of the various memeplexes, the GCF concept is proposed, which is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (GCF): In the SFLA evolutionary process, the optimum position of each frog memeplex is expressed as , k b P where k represents the first of several memeplexes. Then GCF P GCF is defined as follows:
where m is the number of memeplexes. P GCF may become a non-feasible solution out of the border min max [ , ] , O O at this time, according to formula (6) to reset:
Arithmetic equation
To fully utilise the advantages of frog populations optimal, to increase learning ability to the optimal frog in the memeplex, which makes it can learn from the best frog in the whole group and generalised central frog. Then the evolution formula of the optimal frog of k-memeplex are as follows:
where
is a new location after position of frog within k-memeplex was updated, r 1 and r 2 are a random number between 0 and 1. After making the worst frog in current frog populations perform an update strategy equations (7) and (8) P otherwise, k b P remains unchanged. The worst frog in corresponding memeplex increase the learning ability from GCF, moving step iterative formula of the worst frog in k-memeplex are as follows, location update formula is same with formula (2):
After the worst frog perform update strategies (9) P otherwise, to update the current sub-groups, the best of the current sub-groups is to be replaced by the global populations best frog location updating mode of frog individuals remains unchanged, that updating formula is consistent with the formula (2), moving step the worst frog is updated as follows:
After making the worst frog in current frog populations perform an update strategy (10) 
Algorithmic process
The basic steps of EL-SFLA algorithm are as follows:
numerical experiments and analysis

Benchmark function
Six test functions which are listed in Table 1 are divided into two categories according to their attributes: the first three test functions 1 3 f f are unimodal function, the last three test functions 4 6 f f are multimodal function. These tests function are high-dimensional multi-function mode function, most of its optimisation algorithm in optimisation of process tends to fall into local optimum. 
Simulation experiments
To verify the optimisation effect of the improved algorithm, EL-SFLA is compared with the PSO (Shi and Eberhart, 1998) , SFLA (Eusuff and Lansey, 2003) , adaptive particle swarm optimisation (APSO) (Zhan et al., 2009 ) and improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm (ISFLA) (Fan et al., 2012) . All benchmark test functions in the experiments are 30-dimensional, the maximum number of iterations is 2.0 × 10 5 in PSO algorithm parameter settings is following: the number of particles of PSO is 200, inertia weight w = 0.6 and learning factors c 1 = c 2 = 2, parameter settings of SFLA, ISFLA and EL-SFLA are following: the total number of individuals in the frog population is 200, the number of individuals in each sub-group is 10 and the number of sub-groups is 20, the biggest step of leapfrog is 0.4 times as much as the maximum search range; APSO algorithm parameters refer to the literature (Zhan et al., 2009) .
The algorithm runs independently 50 times to eliminate the influence of the randomness of the algorithm, results as shown in Table 2 obtained on the basis of the final result of the average value is as the final optimisation result of algorithm. Mean and Std. Dev. of the table represent, respectively, the average best fitness values and standards deviation of algorithms in the limited assessing number, the standard deviation reflects the stability of the algorithm, the best values are shown in bold.
Friedman test
To further compare performance of five kinds of optimisation algorithms in the statistical sense of performance, results were analysed by adopting Friedman test. Table 3 shows the overall performance average position of PSO, SFLA, APSO, ISFLA and EL-SFLA algorithms on six test functions. Arithmetic mean of smaller rank, the better the performance, the higher the ranking (mean rank the highest ranking algorithm is shown in bold). From Friedman test results, the overall performance of EL-SFLA algorithm is better.
Convergence performance of algorithms
To illustrate intuitively convergence in the evolutionary process of this algorithm, relationships on EL-SFLA, APSO, ISFLA, PSO and SFLA five algorithms on the six test function about the number of assessment and adaptation value is compared. Abscissa in Figure 1 shows the number of times ranges of function evaluations (FEs) from 0 to 2*10 5 , the ordinate is the logarithm of fitness. Table 2 Optimisation results of the five kinds of optimisation algorithm on six functions 
Conclusion
This paper presents an enhanced learning of SFLA. In the evolutionary process, the algorithm constructs a generalised central frog associated with an optimal within each ethnic group, the best and worst frog in frog population both learn from GCF. On the one hand, finer search can be performed in neighbourhoods of the best frog in ethnic groups, which improves the efficiency of population evolution and enhances the ability of local mining of algorithms. On the other hand, it is good to increase the search scope of the algorithm and improve the diversity of the population, to increase the ability of learning from other ethnic groups optimal particles. Experiments carried out on six benchmark functions, the EL-SFLA are compared with SFLA, PSO, ISFLA and APSO algorithms.
The results show that EL-SFLA on accuracy and convergence velocity of solution has better performance.
